
Bringing Language and Math instruction together:
How best to support young DLLs in their mathematical journey 

• Rebeca Itzkowich-

• Jill Sapoznick 

Who are Dual Language Learners 
In the United States, approximately 23% of children 

aged three to five years are dual language learners (DLLs). 

A more precise picture emerges when we look at the 

numbers at the state level where the percentages vary 

from 2% in West Virginia to 45% in California. 

Washington Migration Policy Institute in 2017 
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Who are Dual Language Learners 
Thetermduallanguagelearners commonlyreferstoyoungchildrenwho

arelearningmorethan onelanguage. 

- HeadStartmorespecificallydefinesDLLsas “childrenlearningtwoor 

morelanguagesatthesametime,aswellasthoselearningasecond

languagewhilecontinuingtodeveloptheirfirst(orhome)language.” 
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Starting Dual Language Early 

All young children, if given adequate exposure to two 

languages, can acquire full competence in both 

languages. 

Early exposure to a second language—before 3 years 

of age—is related to better language skills in all the 

languages. 

Early bilingualism confers benefits such as improved 

academic outcomes in school, and it enhances certain 

cognitive skills, such as executive functioning. 
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What does the teacher do to amplify language to
support mathematical understanding? 

• Uses target language of instruction-Spanish, although 

students speak in English. 

• Recasts in full sentences what child says and does with 

the mathematics as the focus. 

• Uses the materials effectively to highlight equivalence 

using language and gestures. 

• Insists on questioning the child so he is encouraged to 

explain his thinking using all of his linguistic repertoire. 

In classrooms 
where DLLs students succeed : 

Language is amplified 
not simplified 
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Supporting Mathematical Understanding: 
Amplifying Language 

• Asks the student to count for himself 

• Repeats the same question 

• Uses of gestures to accompany language 

• Encourages student to directly compare the blocks 

• Says what she sees him doing to make each set of block 

the same 

• Asks questions that require explanation 

• Recasts student’s response 
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Remember: 

Receptive Language Precedes Productive 
Language 
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Let’s take a look inside this active PK classroom 

More mirrors in the classroom 



Games 
• Pose problems in familiar contexts 

• Make the mathematics visible 

• Lower the affective filter 
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If we are to “hook” children 

on the beauty in mathematics, 

math must be meaningful to them. 

Questions? 
Comments? 

Thank you for sharing your time with us 
Rebeca: ritzkow@erikson.edu 

Jill: jsapoznick@erikson.edu 
Find more resources at 
Earlymath.Erikson.edu 
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